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If youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re curious about the Shiba Inu dog breed, especially if youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re a new owner

or prospective owner of a Shiba, and you want to learn everything you can about the Shiba

personality and nuances, then this book is for you!Today only, get this incredibly useful guide for

only $2.99. Regularly priced at $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.If

you are reading this, chances are youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re thinking of having a Shiba Inu as part of your life,

if you donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have one already. Shiba Inus are some of the best looking and most properly

proportioned dogs that can also survive in most environments. They are very loyal and fairly

intelligent. They are, however, not for the faint-hearted, so if you are a first time dog owner, a Shiba

Inu might very well rule your house before you know it. Just because they are very intelligent,

doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t mean you can train them easily. Even seasoned dog trainers will admit that Shiba

Inus are quite a handful. They need a self-confident and strong-willed master. With that said though,

the Shiba personality is so distinct and especially loveable, even in spite of its peculiarities. This

ebook was written to provide you with absolutely everything you could ever need to know, or want to

know, about the Shiba breed, including the ever-so-critical step-by-step instructions to train your

Shiba with the most important and useful obedience commands.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll

Learn...Background of The Shiba InuA Dream or a Devil? What to Keep In Mind When Raising a

ShibaTraining Your Shiba InuGrooming Your Shiba InuThe Shiba InuÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Health ProfileThe

Shiba InuÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s QuirksThe Shiba as a National TreasureThe Future for the BreedMuch, much

more!Download your copy today!Tags: shiba inu training, training a shiba inu, japanese shiba inu,

shibas, shiba inu dog breed, shiba inu dogs, dog breed shiba inu, how to train a shiba inu, shibainu,

sheba inu, shibu inu, shiba inu, shiba, shiba inus, shiba inu puppy, shiba inu dog, shiba inu

personality, shiba puppy
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This is a great book for those curious about the Shiba Inu. Filled with educational information about

the breed, temperament, training & behavioral issues. Shiba Inu is also known to be quite

possessive of this toys and territory, and they do sometimes have aggressive tendencies towards

other dogs, especially if they are of the same sex as the other dog... I'm glad i have known this

information and thanks a lot on this book. For those who wanted to own Shiba Inu, this book will

guide you before you pick one on the pet store. Inside this book discusses from it's background up

to the future breeding. You will learn a lot in this book but I think there is one thing missing..

"Pictures".. But overall, this book is a must!

This book is well written and easy to read. It covers a lot of the main aspects of Shibas and how to

train them. I wish that they had gone into a little bit more details and gave more specific strategies

on how to train a Shiba. But overall, there were a lot of things in this book that I didn't know and I

learned a lot. I just wish it had been a little more detailed and a little longer.

After reading this book, I realized Shiba Inu is not the right dog for me. I have a retriever and I

wanted to know more about other breeds which lead me to this book. I am very impressed with the

information outlined in this book. It points out great stuff about the Shiba Inu, the great and the

not-so-great characteristics of this type of dog, excellent tips in raising and training a shiba from

shaping their character to grooming.



Reading this makes me feel like owning a Shiba Inu - a declared national treasure of Japan in 1936.

Bred as hunting dogs initially, such dogs need to be looked after with care as they are not your

usual toy dog. Weighing 20 pounds, such Japanese bred dogs are unique and need to be trained

with patience and the use of efficient commands, without exacting harsh punishments on them.

Especially if you do not want to be overwhelmed by their baby like cries.

Very basic. Nice introductory material but more indepth information is available online for free.

I just bought a Shiba Inu for the kids, I can say that this book has a complete information like basic

training tips, health issues, dog care and other things. As a first time owners, we found the book

very easy to understand. What a lovely book.

Shiba inu are really cool dogs and this book is great for helping you better understand their

personalities and how to raise and get along with these dogs. What I found most helpful was the

part about how to train them, as I'm always worried of improperly training animals. Overall great

book for dog owners

I think this book is good if you are considering getting a shiba. It gives details on specific traits and

things to keep in mind for perspective owners. There are some good "start" commands to train.
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